






ON a little moor

with little grass

lived two cows

- Sheela and Leela.
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Everyday they met,

Together they sang song
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Jus t like you say ‘Hello’ to friends,  

cows say ‘MOO’ to each other.



...and drank and dipped in a cool blue pond.
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The grass on the moor was pale and patchy.

Cows can drink a bath tub  

full of waterevery day.
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But for this little thing,  
life was fun and happy.
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Often Leela would tell Sheela..

“The grass could be green  
on the other side of the  

moor, let’s explore
Sheela...”

“But what if we do not  
find our way back home?

No Leela!; never be so  
adventurous!”

Jus t  like us, some cows are  

more adventurous thanothers.



One day, Sheela did not come to meet Leela.
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She was neither with the cows...

Black spotted cows are  

often called H O L S T E I N .
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...nor in the pond

Cows are good  

swimmers.
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...nor at the pale moor.
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Cows love eating grass. They also  

like eating barley andwheat.



Sheela was sad  
and all alone.
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Cows don’t like being alone. They  

love to have more cows around.
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“Where were  
you Leela ?”



Leela had a tale to tell.
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“On my way to the  
moor, the rain came  

pouring down.”



“I ran into a cave...”
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“It was dark and scary
inside, but I marched on.”
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“As I came on the other side, I
saw a grassland as far as my eyes
could see.
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Cows like grass that should be  

atleast six inches tall.

The grass was sweet smelling.  
It was lush and green.”



Next day, Leela led Sheela  
to the new land.
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“Oh Leela, what a  
lovely grassland

it is!”



From that day on,
forever, the duo sang songs,  
dipped in cool blue pond  
and ate green sweet  
smelling grass
all day long,  
discovered by  
Leela, the bold!
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Cows can spend eight hours of their day just  

eating and another eight chewing the cud.




